CIRCULAR

Sub: Withdrawal of exemption of completion of EDP training within a period of 12 months from the date of release of first installment under PMEGP scheme.

Khadi & V. I. Commission had obtained exemption for a period of 12 months for completing EDP training after release of first installment from the Ministry of MSME. This was done to ensure prompt adjustment of margin money and to achieve the targets in that particular year.

2. However, it was observed during the various review meetings with State/Divisional Directors, KVIC that this exemption has resulted in delay in conducting EDP training as well as delay in settlement of EDP bills which has affected the utilization of B&FL funds.

3. Accordingly after detailed review at the field level including at the level of Jt. Secretary, Ministry of MSME and based on the request of KVIC, Ministry of MSME has decided to withdraw this exemption and following policy will come into effect relating to completion of EDP training:

"After issuance of the sanction order (for sanction of project under PMEGP scheme) by the financing branch of the bank and receipt of the copy of the same, the beneficiary must have to undergo EDP training for the purpose of release of funds".

Contd...2/-
4. All State/Divisional Directors, KVIC, CEO, KVIBs, Principal Secretary, Industries, banks are therefore requested to kindly note the above policy change related to EDP for kind compliance. All Zonal Dy. CEOs, KVIC may kindly monitor the compliance.

This is issued with the approval of competent authority of KVIC.

(K. S. Rao)
Dy. CEO (PMEGP)

To,
1. All State/Divisional Directors, KVIC.
2. All State/UT. KVI Boards.
3. The Heads of all State/UT DIC.
4. All Zonal Dy. CEO’s KVIC.
5. All Principal Secretaries, State Governments
6. All CMDs of Public Sector Banks

Copy for kind information to:-
1. All Members of the Commission
2. Director, Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India, New Delhi

Copy for kind information in Central Office:
1. Secretary to Hon’ble Chairman, KVIC, Mumbai
2. OSD to Chief Executive Officer, KVIC, Mumbai
3. Dy. Director, CVO Cell, KVIC, Mumbai-56
4. Dy. Director to Financial Advisor, KVIC, Mumbai–56
5. P.A. to Jt. CEO, KVIC, Mumbai-56
6. All Industry/Programme Directors, KVIC, Mumbai–56
7. The Director (IT) with a request to place the circular on KVIC/PMEGP website
8. The Director Publicity with a request to publish the same in the ensuing issue of 'Jagruti'
9. The Director (Hindi) - for translation in Hindi

Dy. CEO (PMEGP)